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Say “aloha” to big wins in Bloxx
Fruit by Swintt

Hit game studio’s new Hawaiian adventure comes packed with fruitful features
Get ready to pack your bags and escape to a tropical paradise in Bloxx Fruit – a new
premium release from hot-shot software provider, Swintt, that comes locked and
loaded with fruity Free Spins and big money wins courtesy of its unique Bloxx
bonus feature.
Played out across a 5x3 grid that sees the reels filled with playing card values, fruit
icons and toucan wilds, the game takes place to a backdrop of lush green foliage,
with the gentle strumming of a ukulele enhancing the island atmosphere as players
spin their way to top prize of 1,500x their bet.
One of the first things to note about Bloxx Fruit is the 5x3 stack of “Bloxx” that sits
directly to the right of the reels. With these displaying a selection of prizes, all
players need to do to get their hands on the cash is line up three or more dollar
symbols from left to right during a regular base game spin.

When this happens, any dollar symbols on the base game reels will light up the
corresponding Bloxx and all values will be added together and awarded as an
instant-win prize. In this manner, it’s possible for players to collect all 15 Bloxx
prizes on any given spin, creating potentially huge payouts.
The second feature to look out for in Bloxx Fruit is a Free Spins mode that comes
with a bit of a twist. Activated whenever players land three or more island girl
scatter symbols anywhere on the reels, they’ll receive 10 feature games before
being transported to a new set of even more lucrative reels.
Here, not only will extra dollar symbols be added to the reels, but the toucan wild
symbol can now substitute for dollars as well. These factors combined make it far
easier to trigger a Bloxx win and also increase the likelihood that more Bloxx will be
highlighted, thereby boosting the total prize.
As a final consideration, any wins that are landed in the base game can also be
gambled using Bloxx Fruit’s Risk feature. Here, players will be asked to try and
predict the colour or suit of a random playing card to double or quadruple their
prize respectively, with a maximum of 10 picks available.
David Mann, Chief Commercial Officer at Swintt, said: “If the cold weather’s got
you down, Bloxx Fruit provides the perfect island getaway. With instant-win Bloxx
prizes and a rewarding Free Spins feature, our new premium slot provides players
with a taste of paradise, whatever stakes they play.”
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About Swintt
Swintt is the rapidly growing game provider focused on delivering proven, specialist
content to help operators grow in their chosen markets. Armed with a diverse slot
portfolio, localised games popular in key markets, a top-quality live dealer product
and powerful gamification tools, Swintt's expanding range of products cater for
player tastes, market trends and enable growth opportunities for online casino
operator.
For more information about Swintt visit: www.swintt.com

